
Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.Thank youBefore I begin with the formal presentation I nee d a volunteerHello ____My name isBring your purse/walletShake hands and TouchWhat brings you here today?How long have you been a member?You want to enjoy the presentation today?You want to help PPP be successful…Do you have any cash?Would you mind giving this to me for my presentation?Could you leave your purse here?And here’s your dollar, that you’ll be able to see the whole time.Thank you very much



Presenter
Presentation Notes
May I have a Volunteer Please  (turn away those  who you know)Thank you for joining me Name, Title, Organization, etc.Would you like to learn something today?Would you like to help me?Would you like to help the Partnereship for Philanthropic Planning? Do you have a wallet?Do you have cash? Could I see it?For the good of the day, the presentation, PPP, may I have this dollar?May I borrow your wallet? For the session?I’m just going to keep it here during my presentation.I’m going to keep your gift here in view so you can see how it is helping us today.Thank you very much



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What Just Happened Here?Elicit responsesMy contention is that for the purposes of our discussion today, this exercise is an analogy for our work.We call outWe meetWe engageWe explain our needWe explain our serviceWe askWe receiveWe acknowledgeAnd if we’re working with a public charity – we do this publicly. And even if we are not, we are doin it transparently to the donor, the client.But ultimately, this exercise, this action, is an act of trust. One dollar to a million dollars to a billion dollars. No matter – each is an act of trust between a person and an organization in the eyes of the IRS. But more importantly between a person and a person.



The Partnership of Philanthropic Planning 
September 12, 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a topic that I has haunted me  for the past  20 years or so, from To the beginning of my professional life at United Way To my time in the US Navy To my career at the community foundation To my wonderful time at Capital GroupAmidst that all of my volunteer duties on boards of nonprofits and foundations.But there were a couple of moments that stuck with meMy response? I’m Catholic – GUILTObsessed by this process  - this dynamicShare some of my observations…



Firm Reliance on the 
integrity, ability, or character  

of a person or thing 
 

In my career… 



 Senior Vice President/Investment Counselor 
◦ Capital Group Private Client Services 

 Executive Vice President/COO  
◦ California Community Foundation 

 Naval Flight Officer/P3 Orion 
◦ US Navy 

 United Way of OC 
◦ Campaign and Government Relations Associate 

 Saint John’s Seminary 
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 The Exercise…What Just Happened? Using 
that… WHY TRUST? 

 
 First Principals of Trust and the 
  Human Condition 

 
 Social and Institutional Context –  
    In ___ We Trust 

 
 The Trusted Advisor Dynamic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where are we going today?Do you Trust me?We had our exercise – Thank you ____. Themes of this moment will echo through my presentation.We will then look at some first principal’s of trust and how it is tied into our humanityBut we live in a social and institutional context, many of us work at institutions and we are asking people to trust these institutions, through us.And finally, we are here because of philanthropy, because of our love and vocation or avocation to philanthropy. How does trust affect our work in the context of being or desiring to be a trusted advisor.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back to our volunteer…Did you know what you were getting yourself into?Why did you come up here?How did you feel?My contention is that trust is not necessarily something that we learn, it is part of us..  From the beginning…



 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zg0j_h9
3K4M 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s interesting that this movie was essentially about how different people who are not of the same family came to trust.Many people feel that the evolutionary process has made trust part and parcel of the human experience.This is a little disturbing that he’s got his device and it’s making him more apelike… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zg0j_h93K4M�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zg0j_h93K4M�


 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhohOlfO
oK0 
 

To Trust Is Human 
            “Rethinking Trust”       

HBS, R. Kramer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharks are born ready because mom may eat me.Humans? Well it all starts with the brain. Thanks to our large brains, humans are born physically premature and highly dependent on caretakers. Because of this need, we enter the world “hardwired” to make social connections. The evidence is impressive: Within one hour of birth, a human infant will draw her head back to look into the eyes and face of the person gazing at her. Within a few more hours, the infant will orient her head in the direction of her mother’s voice. And, unbelievable as it may seem, it’s only a matter of hours before the infant can mimic a caretaker’s expressions. A baby’s mother, in turn, responds and mimics her child’s expressions and emotions within seconds.In short, we’re social beings from the get-go: We’re born to engage and to engage others, which is what trust is largely about. That has been an advantage in our struggle for survival. The tendency to trust made sense in our evolutionary history.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhohOlfOoK0�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhohOlfOoK0�


 
 

 Oxitocin 
◦ Sequence of 9 amino 

acids in the hypothalimus 
◦ Monogamy 
◦ Caregiving 
◦ Genetic 
◦ Economic 
◦ Cuddle Drug… 

 

 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-3M0Xz2PrM 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research has shown that the brain chemistry governing our emotions also plays a role in trust.How many of you have heard of Oxitocin?Show videoEveryone has Oxitocin, a powerful natural chemical, in their bodies. When secreted it boosts both trust and trustworthiness between people playing trust games. Oxitocin is connected with positive emotional states and the creation of social connections> You may have heard about this when it was coined the “Cuddle Drug”So _______. You not only came up here, you got a rush when you did.I believe this work is addictiveIt’s like a Zen Martini:Zen martini: A martini with no vermouth at all. And no gin, either. – P.J. O'Rourke

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-3M0Xz2PrM�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-3M0Xz2PrM�
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 http://faceresearch.org/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trust Kicks in in remarkably simple cues. Show Website.We’re far more likely, for example, to trust peopl who are similar to us in some dimension. Perhaps the compelling evidence  of this comes from a sturdy by a researcher Lisa Debruine. She developed a clever technique for creating an image of another person that could be morphed to look more and more (or less and less) like a study participant’s face.The greater the similarity, the more the person trusted the person in the image.This tendency to trust people who resemble us may be rooted in the possibility that such people might be related to us. Other studies have shown that we like and trust people who are members of our own social group more than we like outsiders and strangers. This in-group effect is so powerful that even random assignment into small groups is sufficient to create a sense of solidarity.Who believes this… I do to a point. Let’s go back to jack Shakely…

http://faceresearch.org/�


 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVK_Z3d
D4E0 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Physical touch has a strong connection to the experience of trust.In one experiment involving a game widely used to study decisions to trust, an experimenter made it a point, while describing the task, to ever so slightly touch the backs of individuals as they were about to play the game. People who received a quick and unobtrusive touch were more likely to cooperate with, rather than compete against, their partner. It’s no coincidence, Keltner noted, that greeting rituals throughout the world involve touching  -- witness the firm all-american handshake. I agree with this, but you need a lot of sensitivity to culture and  personality . I remember the movie Hitch when the Will Smith character is teaching the Kevin James character about touch on a date: You wanrt to touch right here in the small of her back if you’re leading her. Because if it’s up here it says you want to be buddies. Down here just says you want some..’RewardChocolateMedical procedure – stress reductions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVK_Z3dD4E0�
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Therefore, 
“Presumptive Trust” 
We Presume Trust 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before the words come up…So where does all this research add up to? Good new for us: It shows that it often doesn’t take much to tip us towards trust. People may say they don’t have a lot of trust in others, but their behavior tells a very different story. In fact, in many ways, trust is our default position; we trust routinely, reflexively and somewhat mindlessly across a broad range of social situations.One researcher calls this tendency, Presumptive Trust to capture the idea that we approach many situations without any suspicion. This generally serves us well, barring the catastrophy.Therefore, we generally…



Too Trusting… Not Trusting… 

 Confirmation Bias 
 
 Illusion: 
◦ Personal Invulnerability 
◦ Unrealistic Optimism 
◦ Attention 
◦ Memory 
◦ Knowledge 
◦ Cause 
◦ Potential 
◦ Experience* 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If it’s human to trust, perhaps it’s just as human to err. Our exquisitelyadapted, cue driven brains may help us forge trust connections in the first place, but they also make us vulerable to exploitationConfirmation biase: the tendency to see what we want to see. We tend to overweight in importance, evidence supporting our hypothesis of the world, while downplaying or discounting discrepencies of evidence to the contrary. Three things exacerbate this biase – social sterotypes – we don’t even know we’re doing them. We think we’re pretty good judges of who to trust. People tend to think their trust antennae are better than others. If we don’t judge ourselves, we abdicate that to others. The trust third parties. Remember that for laterCognitive illusions:Illusion of personal invulnerability:Unrealistic optimism:  





GG 

BB 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have the WWII Generation and the X & Y GenerationBut the one experience that I and  76 million had was being a member of the Baby Boom Generation. 76 born now? 72 diedBorn from 1946 to 1964 this is the demographic Pig in the Python that has shaped much of the socio-economic trend of the past 50 years…But something else is happening marked by this person (who’s this?)KCK born on midnight of 1946 – Is the first boomer to apply for social security.Our generation is changing – There is one line that Father, now Bishop, Niederauer said in his class that stuck with me is that people’s perspectives change greatly when there are more yesterdays than tomorrows.Or as Phyllis Diller Say, I’m at an age where my back goes out more than I do.But this is their Births – What About the other side (Key to our discusion)



      “Each generation in this 
country appears to have a 
defining moment, which helps 
us to understand how they’re 
different from other 
generations. The defining 
moment for baby boomers, in 
my opinion was the 
assassination of President 
Kennedy. That began our 
continual journey into 
skepticism, into frustration, 
into a lack of belief that 
government and society can 
do good and can be trusted. 
We’re still living with that 
Legacy” 

           Fernando Torres-Gil 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What was the defining moment or event in the Boomer’s Experience?Ask QuestionREADWe Boomer’s have had a tough time with Institutional Leadership



   “The Ultimate Photo 
Op: This Image of 
Richard Nixon, trying 
to appear “Hip” 
Alongside Elvis 
Presley, gave 
Boomers the 
impression that our 
leaders would lie to 
us about anything.” 

       The Boomer Century 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looks like some kind of Unholy AllianceThe picture that originated the phrase, “ That’s just wrong”Let’s think of what Elvis was singing that day…Read quote…



 “Greed is 
Good”  

       Gordon Gecko 
          (Ivan Boesky) 
             Wall Street 
 

 At whose cost… 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Muz1OcEzJOs  

register../showPetrue../showPe../showPe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A not too difficult movie trivia question: What movie and who’s the character?Modeled after? Symbolized the age of leveraged buyouts and a time of corporate consolidation and massive layoffs? And the current manifestation.Gone are the days of the lifelong career and pensionGreed slaps loyalty in the faceBut the key here is not trivia, but a longstanding attitudinal affect

http://www.politicalfriendster.com/showPerson.php?id=2966&name=-Ivan-Boesky�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Muz1OcEzJOs�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What am I intentionally leaving out here?But there’s another trend that is affecting the leadership in the nonprofit sector…

http://www.politicalfriendster.com/showPerson.php?id=2966&name=-Ivan-Boesky�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have the WWII Generation and the X & Y GenerationBut the one experience that I and  76 million had was being a member of the Baby Boom Generation. 76 born now? 72 diedBorn from 1946 to 1964 this is the demographic Pig in the Python that has shaped much of the socio-economic trend of the past 50 years…But something else is happening marked by this person (who’s this?)KCK born on midnight of 1946 – Is the first boomer to apply for social security.Our generation is changing – There is one line that Father, now Bishop, Niederauer said in his class that stuck with me is that people’s perspectives change greatly when there are more yesterdays than tomorrows.Or as Phyllis Diller Say, I’m at an age where my back goes out more than I do.But this is their Births – What About the other side (Key to our discusion)



  It’s all about personal 
growth. 

  
 Use technology.  

 
 Work-life balance is 

essential.  
 

 Encouragement is 
appreciated.  
 

 Ask for our input on 
decisions.  
 

 Give us an opportunity to 
make a difference.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s what younger generations want you to know about building their trust:It’s all about personal growth. We will know you trust us if you are open about the importance of our contribution to the team and the organization. Help us understand how our daily tasks make the whole company function.Use technology. You will lose our respect if the WiFi doesn’t work, our computer time is monitored, social media sites are blocked, or any technology is outdated.Work-life balance is essential. The very idea of flexible work schedules is one of trust. Trust we will do the work we need to do when it needs to be done.Encouragement is appreciated. Build trust with us by demonstrating your gratitude for our accomplishments. Feedback, encouragement, and recognition will keep us happy and performing.Ask for our input on decisions. But if you’ve already made the decision and you’re not open to changing your mind, don’t go through the motions of bringing us into the process. You won’t get buy-in. In fact, we will feel conned. Trust us to be part of the decision-making process.Give us an opportunity to make a difference. Don’t tell us we’re too young to move up or we’ll probably move on. Challenge us and trust us with increasing responsibility. We want the opportunity to impress you and do meaningful work.



 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good news -- NGO’s are in the lead



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still in the lead.What’s strikes you about this?Election year (particularly if it get’s worse in government) – not a good year for a campaign.



EM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reiterates what happens from one year to anotherBlue this year.Green this...You had another speaker talk about  Chinese Philanthropy – Interesting you see here







Presenter
Presentation Notes
How about nonprofits?Nonprofits have been around a long time. Describe picture.What was the most significant moment for the nonprofit world in the United States. For all nonprofits.When did we get nonprofits.16th amendmentFoundations.Created an industry



 California Management Review 
 “The Five Core Transactions (Relationships) as 

Bases of the Public Trust” 
◦ Contracting 
◦ Soliciting and Receiving Charitable Contributions 
◦ Exercising Custody Over Assets 
◦ Promising the Organization’s Social Capital 
◦ Promising Mission Commitment and Adherence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The Five Core Transactions (Relationships) as Bases of the Public Trust”ContractingSoliciting and Receiving Charitable ContributionsExercising Custody Over AssetsPromising the Organization’s Social CapitalPromising Mission Commitment and AdherenceRead this a different Way:YOU…So how do you fit



The trusted advisor is a practitioner who has earned 
the right to be exceptionally influential when helping a 
sponsor develop the understanding, commitment, and 

alignment needed to fulfill his or her role in the 
change process.  

                                                           Daryl Conner 
 

Firm Reliance on the integrity, ability, or character of a person or thing 



 Attorney 

Accountant 

Life Insurance 

Philanthropy 

Financial Advisor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is nothing newWho are the players



Attorney 

Accountant 

Life Insurance 

Philanthropy 

Financial Advisor 

Family Friends 

Business Partner 

X 

Mentor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FormalInformalX - RalphKamm Conlan Story for spouse
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Mentor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What happened?



Attorney 

Accountant 

Life Insurance 

Philanthropy 

Financial Advisor Family 

Friends 

Business Partner 

X Mentor 



Attorney 

Accountant 

Life Insurance 

Philanthropy 

Financial Advisor Family 

Friends 

Business Partner 

X Mentor 

First… 



 Am I aware? 
◦ Dynamic  
◦ Self ↔ Empathy 

 Am I qualified? 
◦ Multidimensional Competence 
◦ Self ↔ Leadership 

 Do I want it? 
◦ Time, time time… 
◦ Self ↔ Other 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Am I aware?Dynamic Self…Am I qualified?Multidimensional CompetenceEmpathyDo I want it?Time, time time…Self ↔ Other



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s primarily personal…



 





 Senior Vice President/Investment Counselor 
◦ Capital Guardian Trust Company 

 Executive Vice President/COO  
◦ California Community Foundation 

 Naval Flight Officer/P3 Orion 
◦ US Navy 

 United Way of OC 
◦ Campaign and Government Relations Associate 

 Saint John’s Seminary 
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Project Warmth Project Strength 

 Find the Right Level 
 

Validate Feelings 
 

 Smile – and Mean It 

 Feel In Command 
 

 Stand Up Straight 
 

Get Hold of Yourself 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project warmthFind the Right Level – Don’t go into sales mode Don’t amp up – Personal – Personal StoryValidate Feelings – It’s not about your organization, your pitch, your proposal or your mission. It’s about them and what they’re feelingSmile – and Mean It -- Breaks down walls, releases occitocin,-- Think of what makes you smile. Balance this with number 2Project StrengthFeel In Command – It’s about being connected to ourselves – exude confidence – authenticity is first physical.Stand Up Straight – Maya Angelou, “Stand up and be who you are, that you tower over your circumstances.” Not militaristic.Get Hold of Yourself  -- Move deliberately and precisely. And when you get there, be still



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do you remember about the branding Presentation…



 TRAILBLAZING –- Finding New Ways of Looking at 
Things… 
 

 TOOLMAKING –- Developing and Deploying Tools 
That Embody and Spread Expertise 
 

 TEAMWORK – Using Personal Interaction To Take 
Other’s Expertise and Convince People of the 
Relevance of Your Own     
 

 TRANSLATION –Personally Helping Decision Makers 
Understand Complex Content (clarity, issues, etc.) 
 4T’s 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TRAILBLAZING –- Finding New Ways of Looking at Things… 	Innovation in planning. Innovation in communicating an old planning 	technique. Innovation in looking at the donor’s need and what your 	nonprofit’s mission has to giveTOOLMAKING –- Developing and Deploying Tools That Embody and Spread Expertise	How to take old concepts and make them relevantTEAMWORK – Using Personal Interaction To Take Other’s Expertise and Convince People of the Relevance of Your Own – 	Who’s the coach, quarterback, catcher	Conlan StoryTRANSLATION –Personally Helping Decision Makers Understand Complex Content	He who makes it clear to client wins…	He who brings up all the issues wins -- PRE-Mortem





Maslow’s Hierarchy 
Of Needs 

Lumarda’s Hierarchy 
Of Donor Needs 

Physiological Operational Efficiency 
    

Safety/Security Management Confidence 

Social 

Esteem Meaning 

Self Actualization Identification* 

*Paul Schervish Identification Model 

Community- 
Belonging 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I did before several years ago…



Maslow’s Hierarchy 
Of Needs 

Lumarda’s Hierarchy 
Of Donor Needs 

Physiological Operational Efficiency 
   Personal Responsiveness 

Safety/Security Management Confidence 

Social 

Esteem Meaning 

Self Actualization Identification* 

*Paul Schervish Identification Model 

Community- 
Belonging 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personal Responsiveness – email to vacations – no vacationsConfidence – In your competence. As a manager. As a friendSocial – People want to be with people who can relate to them. Ted and Josie. Sonny Kamm. Don’t have to be wealthy. But you do have to relate to their lifestyle. He collected art Tpots. Wine.  Vacations.Esteem/Meaning – To be on their level. My experience growing up with the heirarchy of the church, bishops and cardinals. Noone really impresses me. I am equal to them.Identification – This is hard… In reflecting on this talk I realized that for most of my trusted advisor relationship I shared a time of profound change with them. Sometime, that change was a very happy. More often than not, it was something very sad, if not tragic – the loss of a loved one, a personal failure or reliving a moment such as this. Validate, don’t relate your own experience until later. Be in the moment. Empathy, empathy, empathy…



Barbara Streisand 
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